LEARNING THE RULES - #1

Directions: For each of the situations below, write down the number of the student rule that is being broken and the rule itself.

1. Jim left his only pencil in his last class and doesn’t have one when English class starts.

Rule # _____ Rule: ______________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

2. Susie left her homework on her dresser.

Rule # _____ Rule: ______________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

3. Alexis takes John’s hat and hides it in the trash can.

Rule # _____ Rule: ______________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

4. Rick asks Jeff if he can copy Jeff’s homework.

Rule # _____ Rule: ______________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

5. Teresa eats some chips in the classroom.

Rule # _____ Rule: ______________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
6. The class is having an interesting discussion. Teresa wants to say something and starts wildly waving her arm in the air while Juan is talking.

Rule # _____  Rule: _____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

7. A group is having a good time working on an assignment. Their laughter continues to get loud, even after the teacher has reminded them to use quiet voices.

Rule # _____  Rule: _____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

8. Lisa doesn’t really know the girl she’s been assigned to work with and refuses to talk to her.

Rule # _____  Rule: _____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

9. The teacher asks Mark to remove his hat during class and Mark begins arguing.

Rule # _____  Rule: _____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

10. Jamal asks a question and Mimi says, “You’re so stupid!”

Rule # _____  Rule: _____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________